
PRIVACOIN

We have came together to create a truly great, secure
and grand immersive user experience! 
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We recommend reading this whitepaper before deciding

to purchase a PRVC Token. PrivaCoin will do its best to

achieve what is stated on its roadmap, tokenomics, and

the like declared in this whitepaper. 

In the event of unexpected circumstances, PrivaCoin

reserves the right, to modify, add, or remove parts of

this whitepaper. During those cases, rest assured that

our decision will prioritize and will place our

community's interest above all. Also, it is the

purchaser's responsibility to research the laws binding

cryptocurrencies, such as PrivaCoin, in their localities. 

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this

website's material, including written material, l inks to

third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as

well as buy/sell signals. PRVC token will not be held

responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and

costs associated with trading assets on the financial

market (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are

one of the riskiest investment choices available to

investors

Legal Disclaimer 
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Privacy is recognized as an individual human right. Information

privacy is crucial to the broader right to privacy. It has to do with

a person's capacity to decide for themselves when, how, and why

others handle their personal information. To ensure human

dignity, safety, and self-determination, privacy must be protected.

People are able to freely create their own personalities. As it

makes it easier to exercise other human rights including the

freedom of expression, of thought, conscience, and religion, of

assembly and association, and of being free from discrimination,

the right to privacy is also acknowledged as an enabling right. It

acts as the cornerstone of a democratic society in this way

Introduction 
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The purpose of PrivaCoin is to pave the way for research on new

ideas and to invest more in the work which ensures privacy using

high-tech technology. Privacy is the foundation of our study, which

explores technological innovation for the purpose of policy analysis.

PrivaCoin supports the right to privacy, prevent accessing the

personal data, complying with applicable data protection laws. Our

project prevents the government from spying on people (for no

reason). PrivaCoin prevents groups from using personal data for their

own purposes. Our project helps ensure that those who steal or

misuse data are held accountable. PrivaCoin helps maintain social

boundaries and build trust. The PrivaCoin project allows you to freely

engage in politics, protecting freedom of speech, thought and

reputation

About Privacoin 
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PrivaCoin tokens are sold to every participant fairly.

The tokens are fully available to everyone for purchase

at the same price.

 Unlike other currencies that only focus on marketing,

we created a token that helps merchants and ordinary

people to have their money and investments in their

wallet regardless of the amount they want to have in a

digital way and with the ambition of being able to have

the digital world and the virtual world in one click, we

are based on the community and for the community,

backed by a strong development team. 

Fairer Launch 
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The major goal of the PrivaCoin is to provide privacy
to ensure the protection of your finances and control
over our data. Concerns about protecting privacy,
especially of online data, have been a goal of
PrivaCoin developers for years. Since most data is
transferred online, many tools focus on the online
environment. However, when privacy is invaded and
data misused, the consequences, including emotional
effects, extend beyond the online space and into the
offline world. Thus, we developed PRVC, the token of
Privacy Concern. 

Our Mission 
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Our Vision 
 

Privacy is not an option and should not be
the price we accept for our presence on the
Internet. It's not something we're just
entitled to, it's an absolute requirement.
But nowadays data privacy seems to be
disappearing from the internet due to
many cyber security attacks. 
There is no point in being an individual
without privacy. So let's own our privacy,
protect our lives and families because it is
our absolute right. Holding is employed as
a less resource-intensive mining option. It
comprises depositing funds in a
cryptocurrency wallet to fund the
protection and operation of a blockchain
network. 
Simply explained, holding is the process of
securing cryptocurrency in order to earn
incentives. To optimize their benefits,
investors can validate PrivaCoin and keep
their tokens on the smart exchange. The
longer investors stay on the exchange and
invest in tokens, the greater their benefit. 
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We are committed to providing
a safe environment for investors
to grow their wealth and reach
financial freedom. 

We value honesty above all else
and promise to always do the
right thing for our investors, our
clients, and our partners, to
achieve mutual success. 

PrivaCoin will publish all relevant wallet
addresses, including management team
wallets, locked liquidity in a third party
secured locker on time, and communicate
all major business decisions with the
community. 

Core Values 
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PRVC token transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement,

and the costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very

quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period

requirements. 

We facilitate the transaction and bring them closer to a wider audience. An added benefit

of use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done freely across borders.

 The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more

financially connected, empowered, and enabled. It has no border so these can be used no

matter where you are located globally. 

This also has a huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally international

transfers have much higher fees than domestic transfers and payments. International

payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic. 

 

OPEN FOR GLOBAL PARTICIPANTS 

It is a safe and secure platform that is continuously improving the security of the system to

ensure the safety of the platform. 

FREE FROM CORPORATE INTERFERENCE 

SAFE & SECURE 
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Payment Widget 
 The payment widget will allow websites to easily accept payments in multiple

tokens and Custom Coins on any website. The widget may be connected to any

Payment Gateways to the PrivaCoin

No Built-In Fees 

Other than very small transaction fees, complete payment gateways can be

created and no built-in fees or costs are imposed.

Native Support

The Gateway smart contract can be configured to accept all multiple coins or

a list of specific token types. 

Build your own customized Gateway 

As a provider, you can implement your own desired features, such as web invoices,

email/SMS notifications, refunds, and more by building on the open-source code

and examples provided in the PrivaCoin token. 
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Benefits 
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Secure Platform 
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E commerce 

Royalities Financial mediation Rewards for holders 

Packages Team building Marketing 

Entity Formation Trust & Tradelines Cash Flow Banking 

Digital Trade Real estate 

Token Utilisation 
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Contract 

0x5711f19b7b21938d31d07e5736b4660c1159d7d3

Token Name                                                        PrivaCoin

Symbol                                                                 PRVC

Max Supply                                                                      4,5 T 

Type                                                                      BEP20

Network                                                                BSC

Tokenomics 
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Every time someone buys/ sell or
transfer a PrivaCoin token , 0.005%
transaction fee is applied which is

distributed as follow: 
 

    開発チームです。                                                       0,002%           

バーニング                                                                  0.003%

 税収⼊合計 .                                                        0,005%

 

Transaction fee 
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Roadmap 
 



THANKS BY TEAMTHANKS BY TEAM  

  The PrivaCoin Team combines a passion blockchain

technologies, industry experience, investor expertise,

and a proven record in finance, product & business

development, marketing, and licensing. 
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